PALM GROVE GALLEMES
if you are a genius, a drunkard, dying and supremely dreaming . ..
Yes, I will start with his picture, you must know it well, a pro-
cession of Tahitian women carrying fruit.
I believe I would forbid myself all portraits, though I should
deeply miss Rembrandt: for it would be too much of a test even
for the most wonderful portrait in the world, to live with it all
down the blaze of days. Certainly if they fretted your nerves,
you could turn their faces to the bark, but that would be rather a
waste of any of the precious eight. A solitary exception, Diirer's
portrait of himself which hangs—or which once hung—in the
Alte Pinakothek in Munich. I went to see it daily while I was
there in 1929; and it was only on the last day that a casual word
informed me it was not the face of Christ but of the artist. I still
cannot help thinking of it as Diirer's Christ.
But no other portraits. Sargent's dashing portrait of three tall
fair daughters, ours or anyone's, in their Presentation gowns and
feathers and pearls, would be a little too exciting for the natives
should they chance to land unexpectedly at the lagoon and come
rushing up the shore to see if we had any beads and alarm-docks.
Pictures of interiors would be wistfully appreciated, especially
during a sandstorm. Cosy Dutch interiors with well-scrubbed
riles and a bright china stove; every piece of furniture, every dish
in its proper place; an.d the careful Mevrouw with her deaner-
than-clean face, earnestly preparing a meaL A Vermeer or a
Keter de Hooch. Vermeer is the greater artist; but not his Lady
in Blue reading a letter, because letters are better left unmentionea
during that lifetime (as specified) that we have to spend on the
desert island.
One interior, then; and more than one picture of streets and
houses which attract me even when I am living in the heart of
London or Paris. What could be more appropriate for this
collection than Sickert's lovdy impression of the curve of Brighton
front, or of the Crescent in Bath, or a house in Broadstairs ? Sickert
is a peculiarly infectious artist; by which. I do not mean, of course,
that one gazes at a lot of Sickerts and then goes home and paints
exactly like him; but I do remember after an hour spent at a
Sickert Exhibition, coming away with his outlook on the liviog
world so vividly captured by the retina, that during a long drive
directly afterwards, everything I saw collected into a diaracteristic
Sickert picture; indigo thunderdoud in the West, and the son
streaming from the East on to the barrage balloons, giving them the
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